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What are the browser and system
requirements for running Navigate 2?
To work successfully with Navigate 2 and other Jones & Bartlett Learning products, your computer/mobile device should
match one of the supported browser and operating system configurations. Navigate 2 and other Jones & Bartlett Learning
products may run on newer (or even slightly older) versions of these browsers, but a version is not considered fully
supported until it is specified with a in the table below.

OS/Platform

Safari 7.0 Safari 8.0 Firefox 37

Chrome
42

IE11

IE10

MAC 10.7+
Windows 7
Windows 8.1
iPad 2 with iOS 8+
iPad 3/Air with iOS 8+
iPad Mini with iOS 8+
iPhone with iOS 8+*
Android tablet with OS 4.3**
Android phone with OS 4.1*
Windows 8 Tablet
“+” Means minimum version, tested to latest current version widely available.
*Applications currently operate correctly, but in an attenuated manner within small screen sizes. Additionally, the Navigate eReader
is not compatible with mobile devices with screen sizes smaller than 7 inches. Users on smaller screens cannot necessarily access all
functionality. This issue will be addressed in a future release.
**Excludes the Kindle and Nook platforms. The Flash Player used in the off-line eBook reader is not supported beyond Android 4.1.
The issue will be addressed in a future release.
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Why does Navigate 2 run a System
Check?
When you log in to Navigate 2, it performs a check on your system to make sure you have the tools and settings you need
to work successfully.

If any of the status messages in the System Check window is preceded by a red X, you need to fix the problem before you
can use Navigate 2. In summary, Navigate 2 requires the following:
• Refer to What are the browser and system requirements for running Navigate 2? for information about supported
browsers and systems.
• Your browser must support cookies. If you do not know how to change the setting to enable cookies, see your
browser’s help system.
• Your browser must support JavaScript. As a rule, your browser runs a check each time you start it to ensure that
plug-ins are up-to-date and you have run the most recent update.
• Your version of Flash Player must be up-to-date. To update Flash Player, go to http://get.adobe.com/flashplayer/
and then click the Adobe Flash Player system plug-in hyperlink and follow the onscreen instructions.
- Note: iPads do not use Flash Player. If you are using an iPad, you’ll see a red X next to the Flash Player
message. To continue, simply close the System Check window.
• Your pop-up blocker must be disabled, or, if you prefer to leave it enabled, you must list jblearning.com as an
exception. To see how to do this in your browser, use the help system.
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As a first-time user, how do I log in to
Navigate 2?
If you are a first-time user, click the REDEEM an Access Code button on the www.jblearning.com homepage.

1. From the www.jblearning.com homepage, click Redeem an Access Code. Note: If you see a warning that the site
is attempting to open a pop-up window, click Allow. If Navigate 2 displays the System Check screen, click the “X” to
close it.
2. Read the Terms and Conditions and then click Agree.

3. Enter your 10-digit Access Code and then click Redeem. Navigate 2 lists the course you have registered for and asks
you to confirm your selection.
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4. Click Confirm and create new account. Navigate 2 displays the Create an Account screen. All of the information is
required unless otherwise noted.
5. Enter your information and then click Create Account. Navigate 2 creates your account and then displays the course
name on the PRODUCTS screen.

6. Click the course name. Navigate 2 displays enrollment and subscription details. If you had already signed up for a
course, you could click one of the LAUNCH buttons at this point.
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7. Click Enter Course ID.

8. Enter the course ID and then click Enroll. Navigate 2 displays the enrollment and subscription details for your course.

9. Click LAUNCH. Navigate 2 displays the course page with the Lessons PATHWAY on top.
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How do I sign in to my account?
If you have already created an account, it is easy to sign in.

1. Click LOG IN to your Account. Note: If Navigate 2 displays a message about a pop-up window, click Allow.

2. Enter your email address and password.
3. Click Log In. Navigate 2 displays the course(s) in which you are enrolled on the PRODUCTS page.
3. Under PRODUCT, click the name of the course in which you want to work. Navigate 2 displays the enrollment and
subscription details for the course.
4. Click LAUNCH. Navigate launches the course in a new browser tab and displays the Lessons PATHWAY.
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What is the Lessons PATHWAY?
When you sign in to a course, Navigate displays two main tabs, the Lessons PATHWAY and the Learning Tools
PATHWAY.

On the Lessons PATHWAY, your resources are organized by week, chapter, or topic. By default, Navigate 2 displays course
material on placards. You can expand a placard to view its contents, and then collapse it to return to the default view.
1. Click a placard, and then click the down arrow to expand it.

Down Arrow

Navigate 2 displays the tools and activities associated with the chapter or topic.
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Up Arrow

Typical Chapter
Tools&and
Activities

Resources can include an eBook, flashcards, interactive lectures, non-graded practice activities, and assignments and
activities added by your instructor.
2. Click the up arrow to collapse the list of available materials and display only the placard.
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What is the Learning Tools PATHWAY?

When you sign in to a course, Navigate displays two main tabs. By default, the Learning Tools PATHWAY appears behind
the Lessons PATHWAY. The Learning Tools PATHWAY lists course materials by type. By default, it displays the eBook
and Study Center placards.
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How do I work with the eBook?
Follow these steps to open the eBook resources:
1. From the Learning Tools PATHWAY, click the eBook placard down arrow.
2. To open the eBook, click the down arrow next to eBook. Navigate 2 lists all of the chapters in the eBook. To view a
chapter, click LAUNCH. Note: You can also launch any chapter in an eBook by clicking the down arrow on the chapter
placard in the Lessons PATHWAY, and then clicking the link to the eBook chapter.
When you click an eBook chapter, the chapter opens in a new tab in your browser. Note: If the ANNOTATION ICON
INFO dialog box opens when you open the chapter, click OK to close it.

By default, an eBook opens in a two-page layout, with the Tool tray displayed at the bottom of the screen. The following
table describes the tools in the Tool tray.
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Tool

Tool Name

Description

Table of Contents

Displays a scrollable table of contents. Click a chapter or section name to
navigate to that chapter or section.

Glossary

Displays the glossary for the book.

Resources

Displays the RESOURCES dialog box. On the MEDIA tab, displays the
resources that come with the book (for example, Knowledge Checks,
video). On the MY STUFF tab, displays a list of resources added by an
instructor or student. Click a resource to navigate to it or display it in a
pop-up window.

Print

Lets you print the currently displayed page(s).

Previous, Next

Displays the previous page or the next page in the book.

Page number

Displays the current page number(s). To navigate to a different page,
enter its page number in the box.

Bookmark

Adds a named bookmark to the current page.

Search

Lets you search for a word or phrase in the book and then displays a list
of hyperlinks in the SEARCH dialog box. Click a hyperlink to navigate to
that page.

Save

Saves all of your changes, including bookmarks, notes, and other
annotations.

Settings

Displays the SETTINGS dialog box, where you can export notes, specify
whether to animate page turns, and set the position of the Tool tray,
among other things.
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How do I use the eBook editing tools?
You can add your own annotations to an eBook using the tools displayed in the editing toolbar on the right side of the
screen. You can add a note, an audio file (called a voice note), or a link to a website or another page in the book. You can
also highlight important text or draw on a page with the Pen tool.
The tools are summarized in the table below. Note: When you add an annotation to a chapter, including pen marks,
highlights, voice notes, and links, you must save your changes by clicking the Save icon
Tool

before exiting the book.

Tool Name

Description

Arrow

Turns off the other tools and displays the mouse pointer.

Note

Lets you click a location on the page and add a note.

Voice Note

Lets you click a location on the page and add a voice recording.

My Page Link

Lets you add a link to another page. (When the Weblink tool is
visible, the My Page Link tool is hidden.)

Weblink

Lets you add a link to a webpage. (When the My Page Link tool
is visible, the Weblink tool is hidden.)

Full Screen

Displays the page or two-page spread in full-screen view.

Exit Full Screen

Closes fullscreen view.

Layout, Single Page

Layout displays the book as a two-page spread; Single Page
displays one page at a time. (When Layout is visible, Single
Page is hidden; when Single Page is visible; Layout is hidden.)

Zoom In, Zoom Out,
Selected Zoom,

Displays pages at different zoom levels.

Full Page
Hide Annotations,
Show Annotations

Hides and displays annotations on a page.

Pen

Lets you draw on a page.

Highlighter

Highlights an area you select with a color of your choosing.

Eraser

Erases Pen tool markings and deletes other annotations.
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How do I add an audio note to the eBook?
You can add an audio note to any chapter in an eBook. To do so, open the eBook chapter in your browser and go to the
location in the book where you want to insert an audio note.
1. Click the Voice Note icon

on the right side of the screen. The mouse pointer changes to

.

2. Click the place where you want to put the voice note. The VOICE NOTE dialog box opens.
Note: If you are prompted to let Navigate 2 access your camera and/or microphone, click Yes.
3. Type a Title for your note. The title will be displayed as a screen tip when you point to the Voice Note icon

4. Click the Record button

.

.

5. Dictate the note.
6. Click the Pause button
to pause the recording or click the Stop button
Note: A recording can be up to 3 minutes long.
7. Click the Play button

to stop the recording.

to review your voice note.

8. Click SAVE to save the voice note.

Note: To delete a voice note, click its icon on the page, and then in the VOICE NOTE dialog box, click DELETE.
Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
Note: Before exiting the eBook, you must save your changes by clicking the Save icon
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How do I add a link to the eBook?
You can add two types of links to an eBook: a page link or a weblink. When you add a page link, clicking the link’s icon
will take you to the page you have specified as the link. For example, you might use a page link to review related material
you studied earlier in the book. You can also create a link to a webpage.
Creating a Page Link
1. Click the My Page Link icon

on the editing toolbar. Navigate 2 opens the MY PAGE LINK dialog box.

2. Enter a page number for the link.
3. Enter a label name. The label name will appear as a screen tip when you point to the link in the eBook.
4. Select the Show icon check box, if necessary.
5. Click OK to create the link on the page.
Note: Before exiting the eBook, you must save your changes by clicking the Save icon
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Creating a weblink
1. Click the Weblink icon
The pointer changes to

on the Editing toolbar, and then click the My Weblink icon

.

.

2. Click the place in the document where you want to place the weblink. The MY WEBLINK dialog box opens.
3. Enter a URL for the link.
4. Add a label for the link. The label will appear as a screen tip when you point to the link.
5. Click the Preview button to preview the link (optional). The Preview button opens the link in a web browser.
Previewing the link lets you fix any problems (such as a broken link).
6. Click OK to create the link.
Note: Before exiting the eBook, you must save your changes by clicking the Save icon
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How do I add a note to the eBook?
You can add notes to an eBook to help you remember information or clarify a point made in the book.
1. Click the Note icon

on the editing toolbar. The mouse pointer changes to

.

2. Click on the page where you want the note to appear. The NOTE dialog box opens.
3. Enter the text of your note.

4. Click the SAVE button to save the note. Navigate 2 inserts the note in the text.

When you click the Note icon, the note will open on screen.
Note: Before exiting the eBook, you must save your changes by clicking the Save icon
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How do I submit an assignment?
When your instructor creates an assignment, its due date appears underlined in the calendar. In the figure below, there are
two assignments, one for February 23 and one for February 26.

1. Click the due date to display the assignment in a pop-up window.

2. Click LAUNCH next to the assignment name.
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3. When you have read the assignment, scroll to the bottom of the screen and then click Add submission.
Your instructor can set up the assignment so that you can type the text directly on screen, or the assignment may
require you to submit a file.
4. When you have finished the assignment, click Save changes. Note: You can edit your submission by clicking Edit
my submission.
5. If your instructor has included a Submit button, click Submit.
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How do I submit a file for an assignment?
In some instances, you can type your response to an assignment directly in a text box displayed on the assignment screen.
In other cases, you will need to submit a file.
1. Click the assignment to open it. When you open an assignment, Navigate 2 displays the assignment details. If the
assignment includes a file submission, you can upload it.
2. To upload the assignment file, click the Add submission button. Navigate 2 displays the assignment name and
description, along with a section for File submissions.
3. Drag the file from your storage area (such as a flash drive or hard drive) to the File submission section.
4. Once you have uploaded the file, click Save changes. Navigate uploads the assignment, and displays a thumbnail
image in the Content section. Note: Click Edit my submission to make changes to the submission.
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How can I participate in a forum?

Your instructor may have set up one or more forums to allow students to participate in discussions online.
1. To view the available forums, click Forums on the left side of either the Lessons PATHWAY or the Learning Tools
PATHWAY, or click the name of the forum under Student Forum.
By default, you will be subscribed to the News forum. To participate in other forums, you need to subscribe to them.

2. If you would like to subscribe to a forum, click No in the Subscribed column. No changes to Yes.
3. Click a forum name to open the forum. The forum opens. Discussion topics are listed in a table.
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How do I add a discussion topic to a forum?
To add a new discussion topic, take the following steps.
1. Click Add a new discussion topic. Navigate 2 displays fields for creating the discussion topic. Fields marked with
an asterisk (*) are required.
2. Under Your new discussion topic, enter a subject and a message.
3. (Optional) Next to Subscription, choose whether you want copies of forum posts sent to the email address you provided
when you registered for Navigate 2.
4. Under Attachment, drag and drop a file to the Attachment area.
5. After you have finished filling out the Your new discussion topic screen, click Post to forum to add the topic.

How do I view a discussion topic in a forum?
To view a discussion topic in a forum, click the Discussion name to open the discussion.

How do I reply to a discussion topic in a forum?
1. From the discussion topic, click REPLY.
2. Enter a subject and a message.
3. (Optional) Next to Subscription, choose whether you want copies of forum posts sent to the email address you provided
when you registered for Navigate 2.
4. (Optional) Under Attachment, drag and drop the file for discussion to the Attachment section.
5. Click Post to forum to add the topic. Note: You can also edit or delete your reply by selecting it and then clicking
EDIT or DELETE.
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How do I access quizzes and
assessments?
If your instructor has added a quiz or exam to a chapter, you can access it from the Lessons PATHWAY.
1. Click the down arrow for the chapter that includes the quiz.
2. Click the quiz link.
or
1. Click the date on the calendar that the quiz is due.
2. Click Launch to launch the quiz. Navigate displays a Before You Begin screen.
3. Read the instructions, and then click START.

A quiz screen includes some or all of the following elements:

Time Remaining Indicator

If your instructor has set a time limit for the quiz or exam, you can see how much time remains.

NEXT and PREVIOUS Buttons

These buttons let you go to the next question and/or skip a question and return to it later.

Question Navigation Tools

The Question Navigation tools let you navigate to a question by clicking or tapping its number or by clicking or tapping
the previous and next arrows.
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Progress Indicator

The progress indicator records how many questions out of the total you have completed.

Font Size Selector

You can change the font size of the assessment by clicking or tapping the FONT button and selecting one of the three size
options.

SUBMIT ASSESSMENT Button

Click the SUBMIT ASSESSMENT button to submit your work. To confirm your submission, click YES in the
CONFIRM YOUR SUBMISSION dialog box. To go back to the assessment, click NO. When you submit an assessment,
Navigate 2 displays your results in an Assessment Summary. Click CLOSE to return to the course page.
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How can I view my grades?
Navigate 2 lets you keep track of your grades as you proceed through the course. To view your grades, take the following
steps:
1. Click Reports and Grades near the upper-right side of the screen, and then click User Report.

Navigate 2 displays a User report. The user report lists individually graded items such as quizzes and assignments, and
displays the item name, the grade, the grade range, the percentage, and any feedback your instructor has provided.
Note: You can also view an Overview report by clicking the User Reports list arrow and then clicking Overview

Report, which will display your course average.

Note: You can also view a report of your eBook usage by selecting eBook Report. An eBook report shows the time you
have spent on each chapter in the eBook, as well as information about your chapter activities and quizzes. Your instructor
also has access to this data.
Note: To close a report, click the Lessons PATHWAY or the Learning Tools PATHWAY tab.
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What is a Simulation?
Navigate 2 Simulations provide rich study aids for your course. A Simulation is a lesson on a particular topic that includes
live action videos, animations, slides with narration and illustrations, and pop-up definitions and information. Lessons
also include review questions that you must answer correctly to continue. When you launch and complete a Simulation, it
is recorded in the Gradebook with a score of 100. Any Simulations you don’t launch are recorded as 0 in the Gradebook.
Note: Your browser must allow pop-ups for a Simulation to work.

How do I start the Simulation?
1. To start a Simulation, click the Learning Tools PATHWAY tab, and then click the Simulations down arrow.
Navigate 2 lists the Simulations available in your course.

2. Click LAUNCH next to a simulation name.
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The screenshot above shows the home screen of a Virtual Ride-Along Simulation lesson. To start the Simulation, click the
START button.
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Your opening screen will vary, but it will always include the following controls:
• Click the REVIEW icon
(with an open eye symbol) on the left side of the title bar to display a list of the
sections you have already viewed, called the History. You can navigate back to a section by clicking its link on the
list. Note: The most recently viewed items will be listed on the top, with the Title page on the bottom. To close the
list of sections, click the REVIEW icon
• Click the Toggle menu visibility icon

again (now with a closed eye symbol).
on the right side of the title bar to display a menu of display options.

- History keeps a record of the screens you have viewed and interacted with.
- Notepad displays an area for taking notes.

- Update details lets you update your name and email address and change your password.
- Restart lesson starts the Simulation from the beginning and deletes any record of you opening the
Simulation.
- Log out signs you out of the Simulation. After you log out, you must close the browser window.
near the top of
• Starting on the first screen after the Title screen, the progress bar
the screen shows your progress using a series of filled (complete) and unfilled (incomplete or not viewed) circles.
A half-filled circle indicates that you are currently working on a screen.
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3. Read the Home screen, which lists the Lesson Objectives, and then click the START button to start the Simulation.

The first screen of the simulation appears. It might be an animation or some other review element, such as a screen with
a diagram and definitions. In the example pictured above, the first screen is an animation.
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How do I play the video and animation segments of a lesson?

You can click the Play button

to view a live-action video or an animation. You can also use these controls:

• Control the volume of the audio by adjusting the Volume meter
• Display the animation in High Definition by clicking the HD icon

.
.

• Run the animation in full-screen view by clicking the Full Screen icon
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Other animation and video controls, such as those pictured above, include the following:
• Point to any portion of the progress bar to navigate forward or backward. The Simulation will show a thumbnail of
the video at that point. To navigate to that section, click the progress bar.
• You can click the Mute button to turn off the sound; to turn the sound back on, click the Unmute button.
• Click the Subtitles/CC button to display subtitles (closed captioning) for the narration.
• The Settings button lets you set the speed of the video, the subtitles, and the quality.
• You can click the YouTube button to watch the animation or video on YouTube.
• Click the Pause button to pause the video.
• Click the Full Screen button to view the animation on the full screen.
• Click the Watch Later button to view the animation at another time.
• Click the Share button to get the URL of the video and share it on Facebook, Twitter, or Google Plus.

• You can also click the More button on the Share screen to open the video in a separate browser window.
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Which other elements might appear in a lesson?
Your screen might also display a diagram with callouts and explanatory text and definitions.

After you read and understand the information, click NEXT to continue with the lesson.

In this example, the next screen displays video and audio controls for a live-action dispatch call.
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A screen might also display multiple simulation options like the one pictured below:

In the example shown above, the student can click on the “i” to learn about FBAO.

After the student reads the information in the pop-up, she can click the Close button (an “X”).
In the same example, clicking the Play button for Anaphylactic Reaction or Angioedema will play simulations describing
those two conditions.
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In this example, the screen displays a series of questions about the topic covered in the previous screen.

Click the SUBMIT button to submit your answers to the questions.

In the above example, the correct answers were provided, so the student is given the option to click NEXT and move to
the next screen. However, in this example, the student provided incorrect answers and is prompted to try again.
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How do I navigate back to previous screens?
Click the REVIEW icon in the upper-left corner (with the open eye) to display a list of the sections you’ve seen.

Click an entry on the list to navigate to that section. Click the REVIEW icon again (which is now a closed eye) to close
the list.

How do I launch the Secondary Assessment simulation?
When you have completed all of the review screens in the lesson, including all animations, live-action video, and
diagrams, clicking NEXT displays the first screen of the Secondary Assessment, which shows a patient in ambulance.

To launch the assessment, click the patient hot spot.
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In the Secondary Assessment portion of a lesson, you are required to complete 10 assessments:
• Pupil Assessment
• Capnography
• Lung Sounds
• Respiratory Rate
• Blood Pressure
• Electrocardiogram
• Pulse Oximetry
• Heart Rate
• Capillary Refill
• Blood Glucose Level

Each of the assessment names is displayed in a diagram. Click an assessment name—for example, Pupil Assessment—
to see training on how to perform the assessment.
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If you do not want to watch the entire animation for a particular assessment, you can click SKIP TO ASSESSMENT
to go directly to the simulation and be tested. If you would prefer to do a different assessment and return to the current
assessment later, click the Ambulance icon to return to the Secondary Assessment main screen.
If you would like to watch the secondary assessment lesson without sound, click the Speaker icon. Click the Speaker
icon again to turn the audio on.

How do I skip the assessment animations in the Secondary Assessment
simulation?
If you want to skip the animations for a particular subject and go directly to the assessment, you can click SKIP TO
ASSESSMENT.

Can I skip an assessment and return to the Secondary Assessment main menu?
You might find that you want to skip a particularly difficult assessment until you have completed the easier ones. You can
skip an assessment at any time and return to the main Secondary Assessment screen. To do so, click the Ambulance
icon. Then click and complete a different assessment.

Can I review the assessment animation before I complete the simulation?
After you watch an assessment animation, a screen pops up with two choices:

If you don’t feel confident after reviewing an assessment animation, click REPLAY ANIMATION to view the assessment
animation again.
Click START ASSESSMENT to go directly to the secondary assessment simulation.
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Do I need to complete all the assessments to move forward in the lesson?
You must complete all secondary assessments to continue. When you have completed the last assessment, click
CONTINUE.

Once you have completed all of the assessments, click NEXT to move on to the remaining screens in the lesson. When
you have finished the lesson, click FINISH and then close the browser tab or window.
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How do I log out of Navigate 2?
When you have finished working in Navigate 2, you should log out.
1. Click

on the upper-right side of the screen.

2. Next to [Your Name], click Log Out.
3. Close all www.jblearning.com browser tabs.
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